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I, the Lord, have dried up the green tree and have made the dry tree to flourish. 

- The Prophet Ezekiel. (EZ.1724) 
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TIME AND PLACE 

 

The present, in the largely Catholic middle-class suburb of Medford, Boston, USA. 

The play follows the course of Dee’s Senior year, from September 2017 to June 2018. 

 

SETTING 

 

 The action is continuous and in multi-locations, with time and place denoted by the 

text, lighting, sound and selected props rather than changes of physical scene.  

The locations are: JUNE and DEE’S home, DEE’S bedroom, the school library, 

Middlesex (the forest behind Medford High School), a psychoanalyst’s office, a café 

in New York and a café in West Medford, Boston.  

 

Performance time at rehearsed reads is120 minutes including a 15-minute interval 

 

 

CHARACTERS 

 

 

DEIDRE (DEE, DIDI) RYAN, 17, a Senior at Medford High School, Boston 

 

JUNE RYAN, 57, Dee’s mother, a copy editor at the Boston Herald 

 

ZAC RUBENSTEIN, 18, a Senior at Medford High School 

 

TESS TARANTO, 56, an art teacher at St Anne’s School, Brooklyn 

 

VOICE OVERS for EGG DONORS, LARA, JAY AND JOY. 

 

The version of Ion, by Euripides, referred to in the play is the translation by David 

Lan, published by Methuen Drama, 1994.  

 

 

A NOTE ABOUT TECHNOLOGY 

 

It is difficult to write a modern play without portraying modern technology. The texts 

and videos used in the play are essential to the way teenagers communicate in today’s 

world, and how searches for donors and genetic information are conducted.  However, 

it is up to directors and producers to decide whether they want to imply this or do it 

literally. I encourage you to be creative. 

 

The play is set in the USA because that’s where commercial gamete trading is 

thriving. Commercial gamete trading is outlawed in Australia. 

 

While the play is based on fact and all the circumstances in the play are possible, 

the story and characters are entirely fictional. 
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ACT ONE 
 

SCENE ONE 

 

AUGUST 29 2017, SUPPER TIME. KITCHEN LIVING ROOM of a modest middle-

class home in Medford, an Irish Catholic suburb of Boston, Massachusetts. 

 

Notices, coupons and photos are plastered over the fridge like Band Aids. 

Three large pickle jars, labelled GAS, ELECTRICITY AND PHONE, each half full of 

coins, are lined up on the bench beside June’s handbag and laptop. 

 

Dee’s laptop and schoolbooks are messily laid out in the middle of the table, along 

with The Good Book – A Humanist Bible, by A.C Grayling. 

 

They set two places at opposite ends in a well-rehearsed domestic dance, bickering 

good naturedly - the song to the dance.  

 

DEE It’s just one day after school at Macy’s.  

 

JUNE School is your job. 

 

DEE  I could help pay for college. 

 

JUNE That’s MY job. 

 

DEE  I’m seventeen for Chrissake! Everyone else has been working since 

they were fifteen. 

 

JUNE  For a career at the mall! And it’s for your sake, and nobody else’s!   

  

She holds up the copy of A. C. Grayling’s The Good Book.  

 

 As The Good Book says, “Only the educated are free.”  

 You wanna end up like Nat – in a tiny house, on a tiny income with 

tiny opportunities? 

 

DEE Tiny homes are cute. 

 

JUNE In my day, we called them trailers. 

 

DEE But Ma! 

 

JUNE What’d I say? No job in Senior year! 

 

The table setting is complete. June turns the music off. 

 

DEE I was listening to that! 

 

JUNE Silence is golden! Supper won’t be ready for an hour.  You can start 

your homework. Did you make the salad? 
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DEE  In the fridge.  

 

JUNE Your blood’s worth bottling! 

 

She cradles Dee’s face in her hand and gives her mushy kiss. Dee winces. 

 

DEE  You are SO embarrassing.  

 

JUNE I’m your mother. I’m supposed to be embarrassing.  

 

Dee sits down heavily in exasperation and opens her laptop. 

 

DEE  Mr T gave us a group assignment. On the first day! He’s like a sloth on 

vacation. 

 

 She slides an A4 sheet across to June with a wicked grin. 

 

 Revenge!  

  

JUNE Didi! The Golden Rule!  Do unto others. 

 

DEE It’s true! He’d rather mark six assignments than 24.  

 

June examines the drawing and smiles, despite herself. She hands it back. 

 

JUNE  You shouldn’t be drawing in class. 

 

DEE  I wasn’t.  Can you pick me up after school Thursday? I’ve gotta take 

my portfolio for art. 

 

JUNE   I’ve got retraining at four-thirty. 

 

DEE  Again!  

 

JUNE  Everything’s changing.   There’s no such thing as a copy editor any 

more. Now I’m a “multi-platform editor”. 

. 

 DEE  It’s okay. I can catch the bus. 

 

JUNE   I’ll see if I can swap.  

 

Dee returns to her laptop. June goes to the sideboard and picks up her spectacles, a 

bottle of red nail polish and a shopping catalogue. 

 

She spreads the catalogue on the table, carefully places the glasses and the bottle on 

it and begins to carefully and expertly paint the frames. Dee observes this. 

 

DEE You should get new glasses. 

 

JUNE I don’t need new glasses. I need new frames. 
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Dee grabs a cookie from the bench.  June stops painting and frowns.  

 

JUNE Have a banana.  

 

DEE (Biting into the cookie.) Why’d you buy bananas? They smell like sick.  

 

JUNE  Hate fascism, hate racism, hate sexism but leave bananas alone. They 

make you smarter. I edited this story on it.  

 

 Dee rolls her eyes and returns her attention to the computer.  

 June inspects the newly painted glasses and fans them with the shopping catalogue. 

 

DEE (Reciting robotically as she types on her laptop.) Name:  Deidre 

Maeve Ryan. Date of Birth: May seventh, 2000.  

 

 Mother’s name: June Maeve Ryan. Date of Birth April sixteen 1959.  

 

 Father’s name, Matthew Kravitz…  

 

She looks at June inquiringly. 

 

  Date of birth? 

 

June stops painting. 

 

JUNE  What’s this?  The group assignment? 

 

DEE A Pedigree Analysis. For Bio. We have to compare dominant and 

recessive traits.  

 

JUNE  It’s none of their goddamned business.   

 

Dee waits, watching as June continues painting. 

 

JUNE  (Without looking up from her task.) Sixth of August. 1963. 

 

Dee types the information.  

 

DEE Mother’s Siblings: Patrick Francis Ryan. Date of birth?  

 

JUNE For goodness sake! (Sighs) July. The fifth. 1957.  

 

DEE How old are Uncle Pat’s kids? 

 

JUNE Who knows! Teenagers. (Off Dee’s look). Make something up. 

 

DEE (Typing as she speaks). Legal drinking age.   

 

 (Reading) Mother’s mother… (She types this confidently.) Deidre 

Maeve Rodgers.  
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 Date of birth – Seventh of December 1927. Cause of death… 

 

A realisation. 

 

  Nan died of breast cancer so I’ve got a five to 10 per cent chance of 

dying of breast cancer! 

  

JUNE   She was old; she had to die of something.  Besides, you inherited 

talents, not diseases.  

 

DEE   (Hesitating) Father’s parents’ names?  

We have to go back three generations – on both sides. 

 

JUNE  Something Polish. Boris and Doris. 

 

DEE  Really? 

 

JUNE  How would I know!  

 

June rises and places the nail polish and glasses on the sideboard. Dee watches. 

 

DEE Matt must’ve been colour-blind - and you must have been a carrier, 

which means I’m (Reading text book)… one in 200! 

 

JUNE  You’re one in a million! 

 

DEE  Can I have your wedding photo - the one in the silver frame?   

 

JUNE Why do they want a photo, for goodness sake! 

 

DEE To compare ear lobes and stuff. Attached or unattached. I can look for 

it. 

 

JUNE I’ll look. When do you need it?  

 

DEE  Friday. (She peers at the screen.)  We have to download this GenePro 

software. It’s fifty dollars. 

 

JUNE  Fifty dollars! 

 

DEE It groups the data so it can be compared with the rest of the class.  

 

JUNE You can have it on Wednesday, when I get paid. 

 

DEE I need it now so they can compare the data on Tuesday.  

 

JUNE (Wearily.) It never ends! Use the Visa – the silver one in my pocket 

book – with the 2019 expiry.  Put it back when you’re done. 

 

Dee rises and takes the pocket book from June’s bag and selects the Visa.  
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DEE  If I had a job, I could pay for it myself. 

 

JUNE You get an A and I’ll think about it. 

 

DEE For this or the group assignment? 

 

JUNE Both. 

 

SCENE TWO 

 

EARLY THE NEXT MORNING, KITCHEN/LIVING ROOM.  

 

June reads “The Good Book”, pen in hand, a cup of coffee beside her. She carefully 

underlines a paragraph before closing the book. She pauses and then picks up her 

phone and punches in a number. 

 

JUNE (Softly) Hello. This is June Ryan. I need to change my appointment.  

 

Oh, hi Bev. How are you?  

 

Jodie. Wednesdays at four-thirty. 

  

Oh my goodness! When did that happen? I’m sorry for her loss. 

 

Muriel?   

 

I’m sure she’s very good… it’s just that I’ve been seeing Jodie for 

about a year and/ 

 

Thursday? Okay. Seven! Anything earlier? 

 

She sighs. 

 

Thank you.  

 

No, I don’t have insurance. 

She hangs up. 

Fuck! 

 

 

SCENE THREE 

 

 SEPTEMBER 11, ONE WEEK LATER, SCHOOL LIBRARY.  

 

Zac, tall, blonde, with glasses - a Nordic Clarke Kent - waits, arms crossed and legs 

stretched out under the table. His laptop and a copy of Euripides “Ion”, the book for 

the group assignment, are both open in front of him.   

 

 Dee enters, carrying her backpack and a ridiculously large art portfolio - the kind 

that you carry over your shoulder. She dumps her backpack and looks around. 
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DEE  Where are the others? 

 

Zac picks up his phone to show texts.  

 

ZAC Hayley’s got rehearsal. Alex is at basketball.  (He offers his hand).  

Zac.  

 

DEE (She shakes it awkwardly) Dee.  

 

ZAC (Eyeing the portfolio) Let me guess – a forty-two-inch TV?  

 

DEE My portfolio.  

 

ZAC Cool. Can I see? 

 

DEE It’s private.  

 

 She props the folio and removes her laptop from her bag, placing it on the table. 

.  

DEE Group assignments suck. I always end up doing all the work. 

 

ZAC So doan I.     

 

 Dee dives into her bag and retrieves her copy of Ion. Coloured Post-it notes line the 

edges of the pages like multi-coloured dentures.  

 

ZAC  You read it? 

 

DEE Nup. I just put it under my pillow and absorbed it by osmosis. 

 

ZAC Most don’t. They just hope everyone else has.  

 

He flicks his own copy, devoid of Post-its. 

  

 It’s supposed to be a tragedy, but no one dies. 

 

DEE That’s the good part.  

 

ZAC  I liked it. It’s kinda cool.  Gods versus mortals and kings and stuff. 

Like Game of Thrones. 

 

DEE (Incredulous). It’s cool that the daughter of the king of Athens gets 

raped by Apollo and bears his child in secret, who grows up to be a 

temple slave, clueless about this parents? 

 

ZAC  It’s cool that they all end up happily every after when she comes to 

reclaim him 20 years later. 

 

DEE And Apollo gets away with it. 
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He regards her quizzically. 

 

ZAC  I guess we should just get started then. 

 

He reads robotically from the assignment sheet.  

 

“Imagine you are the attorney for one of the four main characters. Creusa, 

daughter of the King of Athens, Xuthus, her husband, The Pythia, the high 

priestess and Oracle of Delphi, and Ion’s father Apollo.  

Write eight hundred words persuading the judge that your client should be 

Ion’s true guardian. Evaluate all the statements and prepare a presentation for 

the judge’s final decision - by Semester Two.” 

   

 I’ll do Xuthus and Creusa and you can do The Pythia and Apollo.  

 

DEE Who elected you President? I’ll do Creusa and The Pythia and you do 

Apollo and Xuthus.  You can take notes.  

 

Zac raises an eyebrow. Dee raises one back. 

 

 I suck at spelling. 

 

ZAC I suck at handwriting. 

 

He opens his laptop, hands poised. 

  

 So… Xuthus should be Ion’s guardian because…(He casts 

around)…as his son, Ion will inherit all his wealth. 

 

He begins typing, pleased with this conclusion. 

 

DEE  It’s Creusa’s wealth. Xuthus only got it coz he married her.  

  And Ion is Apollo’s son.  

Zac stops typing. 

 

ZAC Yeah, but Xuthus welcomes him as his son.  

 

DEE He tries to make Ion hug him  

ZAC No, he doesn’t. 

 

DEE Yes, he does.  (She expertly finds the page.) “Your instincts should 

order to you to love me”.  

  

He calls Ion “a glorious gift”. Like he’s a thing. And he slept around 

with the handmaids of the Godhead. 

 

ZAC  So he’s a crappy role model and doesn’t deserve him? 

 

DEE He deserves to have his balls blasted off. 
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ZAC  Do Gods have balls? 

 

DEE   Really big ones. 

They laugh. 

 

ZAC You always this salty? 

 

DEE Question everything. Learn something. Answer nothing. 

 

ZAC Says who? 

 

DEE Euripides. I Googled him. (She flicks through Ion.)  

 Poor Ion. His father disowns him and his mother tries to kill him.  

 

ZAC So? My mom threatens to kill me every time I leave my clothes on the 

floor. Then dad says he’ll kill us both if we don’t shut the fuck up. 

Then Ma says I take after him, and Dad says, “Blame the other guy”. 

Welcome to the American family! 

 

DEE Who’s the other guy?   

 

ZAC  007. My donor.  My Dad couldn’t have kids so they got a sperm 

donor. 

 

DEE 007! When d’ya find that out? 

 

ZAC They wrote me a book: (Reciting from memory) “After Mommy and 

Daddy fell in love and got married, they really wanted a baby - but 

they didn’t have good seeds, so they went to the hospital where 

some kind men put their spare seeds in a BIG jar, and they choose a 

special seed. And the doctors planted the special seed inside 

Mommy’s tummy and it grew into a beautiful baby, which was 

YOU.”  

 

DEE That’s a bit like what my Mom told me. 

 

ZAC Really? What’d she tell you? 

 

DEE The stork brought me.   

 

ZAC Wish my parents had told me that. I was the “donut kid” in elementary 

school. 

 

She studies him. 

 

DEE  Hey! I remember you! Zac Rubenstein! The Donut Kid!  You went to 

Brooks? 

 

ZAC  Yeah…were you at Brooks? 
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